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Seattle 
Landmarks 

Preservation 
Ordinance –

Chapter 
25.12

25.12.350 - Standards for designation.

An object, site or improvement which is 
more than twenty-five (25) years old 
may be designated for preservation as 
a landmark site or landmark if it has 
significant character, interest or value 
as part of the development, heritage or 
cultural characteristics of the City, state, 
or nation, if it has integrity or the ability 
to convey its significance, and if it falls 
into one (1) of the following categories:



HAHN 
BUILDING

• Is it older than 25 years? Yes

Built 1897, two story addition 
and remodel in 1908



HAHN BUILDING

• Does it have significant character, interest or 
value as part of the development, heritage or 
cultural characteristics of the City, state, or 
nation? Yes



HAHN 
BUILDING
• Does it have integrity or

the ability to convey its 
significance? Yes



HAHN BUILDING
• Does it fall into one of the six 

designation criteria? Yes
• Criterion C – It is associated in a 

significant way with a significant 
aspect of the cultural, political, 
or economic heritage of the 
community, City, state or nation

• Criterion F – Because of its 
prominence of spatial location, 
contrasts of siting, age, or scale, 
it is an easily identifiable visual 
feature of its neighborhood or 
the City and contributes to the 
distinctive quality or identity of 
such neighborhood or the City.



INTEGRITY
Within the concept of integrity, the 
National Register criteria recognizes 
seven aspects or qualities that, in 
various combinations, define integrity:

• Location
• Design
• Setting
•Materials
•Workmanship
• Feeling 
• Association 

“The authenticity of a 
property's historic identity, 
evidenced by the survival 
of physical characteristics 

that existed during the 
property's historic or 
prehistoric period.” 

– Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards and Guidelines 

for Archeology and Historic 
Preservation, 48 FR 44716

The National Register Bulletin “How to Apply the National 
Register Criteria”



LOCATION
Pike Street, looking east

1st Ave, looking north

Pike Street, looking west

Location is the place 
where the historic 

property was constructed 
or the place where the 
historic event occurred. 



DESIGN

North facade, fronting 1st Avenue

Terra cotta belt course (shaded red) 
and brick quoins

Jack arch, terra cotta key stone and 
band at cornice (shaded red)Terra cotta at cornice (shaded red)

Design is the combination of 
elements that create the 

form, plan, space, structure, 
and style of a property.

Intact design elements:
- Massing
- Upper story fenestration 

pattern
- Brick
- Terra cotta belt course, 

windowsills
- Brick jack arches with 

keystones



SETTING
Setting is the physical 

environment of a historic 
property. 



MATERIALS
Materials are the physical 

elements that were 
combined or deposited 

during a particular period 
of time and in a particular 
pattern or configuration to 

form a historic property. 

- Terra cotta key stone 
and band at cornice
- Brick jack arch

- 1897 brick
- 1908 brick & quoins

- Terra cotta beltcourse



West facade East facade

North facade South facade



STANDARDS FOR THE TREATMENT OF 
HISTORIC PROPERTIES: 
REHABILITATION Standard 9

New additions, exterior alterations, 
or related new construction shall 
not destroy historic materials that 
characterize the property. 
The new work shall be 
differentiated from the old and shall 
be compatible with the massing, 
size, scale, and architectural 
features to protect the historic 
integrity of the property and its 
environment.



THE SECRETARY 
OF THE 

INTERIOR’S 
GUIDELINES FOR 
REHABILITATING 

HISTORIC 
BUILDINGS



WORKMANSHIP
Workmanship is the physical evidence of the 
crafts of a particular culture or people during 

any given period in history or prehistory.

1897 brick

1908 brick



FEELING
Feeling is a property's 

expression of the aesthetic or 
historic sense of a particular 

period of time.



ASSOCIATION
Association is the direct link between 
an important historic event or person 

and a historic property.



HOW 
ALTERED IS 

TOO 
ALTERED TO 

BE A 
LANDMARK?

1930

2020

1982

Ca. 1937



COLONNADE HOTEL 
(GATEWOOD APARTMENTS)

107 Pine Street
Designated June 2017 – Criteria C and D
Protected features: Building exterior

From designation report:
• Constructed 1900
• Style: Vernacular/Classical revival
• Upper cornice and parapet removed 1951
• All storefronts and upper windows are non-

original
• Replacement windows are same configuration 

as originals (16-over-1)



1831-35 Broadway
Designated February 2020 – Criterion F
Protected features: Building exterior

From designation report:
• Constructed 1905
• Mixed-use building, built for investment
• William P. Whiting, architect
• Recessed porches removed 1972
• Storefronts replaced by 1950’s
• All windows replaced (vinyl)
• Brick is painted

107 Pine Street

Designated June 2017 – Criteria C and D

Protected features: Building exterior

AVON-CAPITOL CREST APARTMENTS



1001-1005 Westlake
Designated May 2017 – Criterion D
Protected features: Building exterior

From designation report:
• Constructed 1919
• Mixed-use commercial warehouse building
• Henry Bittman, engineer
• Storefronts replaced in 1960’s or 70’s
• “Most significant alteration to the building is 

the 2016 replacement of original steel sash 
and retrofitted aluminum windows.”

FREDERICK BOYD CO. – AMERICAN 
METER MACHINE CO.



SCHOENFELD 
BUILDING

From designation report:
• Constructed 1893, addition in 1899
• Retail-specialty store
• Thompson & Thompson, architects
• All storefronts altered by 1937 tax photo
• All windows replaced in configuration 

“closely resembling originals.”

1012 1st Avenue
Designated December 2014 – Criteria B, 
C, D
Protected features: Building exterior



JOSHUA GREEN 
BUILDING

From designation report:
• Constructed 1913
• Retail and office building
• “Deep, highly ornamental cornice removed. . . 

integrity of form compromised”
• “Storefronts extensively altered. 
• “2nd floor windows replaced with aluminum sash.

1425 4th Avenue
Designated January 1988 – Criterion D
Protected features: Building exterior and roof



SINGLE ROOM 
OCCUPANCY

(SRO)
• Paul Groth’s Living 

Downtown: The History 
of Residential Hotels in 
the United States

• Dr. Marie Wong’s 
Building Tradition: Pan-
Asian Seattle and Life 
in the Residential 
Hotels



SRO Features
• Mixed use: buildings typically include ground floor 

commercial and lodgings in the upper stories
• Height: 2-4 stories, no elevators
• Windows and light wells: typically only in sleeping rooms, 

with small windows corresponding with bathrooms 
occurring rarely

• Stairways: stairways led directly from the street to the 
upper story residential floors, no common space 

• Shared bathrooms: bathrooms were shared; sometimes 
individual rooms contained a sink



Central 
Business 
District 
Analysis
• 1905 downtown 

residential context 
immediately 
preceding the two-
story Hahn building 
addition and its use 
as an SRO



SINGLE ROOM OCCUPANCY (SRO)



SINGLE ROOM 
OCCUPANCY 

(SRO)

Lewiston Hotel, 1911

Scargo Hotel, 1909New Latona Hotel, 1909, Landmark

Strand Hotel, 1909

Guiry Hotel, 1903 Eastern Hotel, 1911



INDIVIDUALLY 
LANDMARKED 

HOTELS

Note that this does not 
include hotels that are 

contributing to landmark 
districts. 

Hotels contributing to historic 
districts are not shown.



Hotel Elliott / Hahn Building


